MODIFICATIONS REQUEST
REQUESTED BY:
Lead Partner

X

Monitoring Committee: conditions
Monitoring Committee: recommendations
Managing Authority

TYPE OF CHANGES REQUESTED:
Project identification

X

No changes to declare on the identification of the project
Project partnership
Partner #7: Nautisme en Finistère has merged with the Comité Départemental du Tourisme du Finistére in
2018 as a result this partner changed its name to "Finistere 360°" and has new governing documents to
supply to justify this legal change. Partner#11: Conseilleria do Mar, Xunta de Galicia has left the partnership
in Feb 2019 due to the departure of the project manager who was in charge to deliver the activities planned
part of the project and who has not been replaced. This partner wasn’t responsible for a particular WP but had
activities to carry out as part of WP5, WP6 and WP7. Most of those activities are transferred to other existing
pps in order not to alter the outputs and indicators of the project. Partner #13: Junta de Andalusia has left
the project in May 2018 due to too many commitments in other European projects and a lack of of human
resources and internal organisation to satisfactorily carry out this excessive workload.

X

Brief summary
Besides the project partnership changes described above, and the consequences implied in terms of budget,
workplan and indicators; one other element part of this first project modification request is: &gt;&gt; A 6-month
extension of the project to enable partners to deliver the updated activity plan. This will bring the project to
close on 31 Nov 2020 instead of 31 May 2020. This extended time will also offers a third spring and summer
season to test the innovative products and sailing routes produced as part of the project.
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Project description
The project, in its core objective and operational objectives, is not affected by the departure of the two
Spanish partners. The departure of partner#13 means that in terms of geographical coverage, the southern
part of the Atlantic Arc and more particularly the south of Spain will not benefit from the activities that was
planned and consequently from the potential economic development generated by them. The departure of
partner#11, has less incidence on the overall results of the project as the activities planned are retained and
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conducted by AGAN+ pp in Galicia. Attached to a separate email is a pdf docuement with more detailed
information regarding the change on the project as a whole.
Project workplan
Attached to a separate email is a recap table of all indicators changed with a description explaining the
changes.
Project budget
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X

Also attached to a separate email is a recap table with new budget figure
Output indicators
same as workplan above
Others

X

